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Abstract— We present incremental smoothing and mapping
(iSAM), a novel approach to the simultaneous localization and
mapping problem that is based on fast incremental matrix
factorization. iSAM provides an efficient and exact solution by
updating a QR factorization of the naturally sparse smoothing in-
formation matrix, therefore recalculating only the matrix entries
that actually change. iSAM is efficient even for robot trajectories
with many loops as it avoids unnecessary fill-in in the factor
matrix by periodic variable reordering. Also, to enable data
association in real-time, we provide efficient algorithms to access
the estimation uncertainties of interest based on the factored
information matrix. We systematically evaluate the different
components of iSAM as well as the overall algorithm using
various simulated and real-world datasets for both landmark
and pose-only settings.
Index Terms— Data association, localization, mapping, mobile
robots, nonlinear estimation, simultaneous localization and map-
ping (SLAM), smoothing.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE goal of simultaneous localization and mapping(SLAM) [1]–[3] is to provide an estimate after every
step for both the robot trajectory and the map, given all
available sensor data. In addition to being incremental, to
be practically useful, a solution to SLAM has to perform
in real-time, be applicable to large-scale environments, and
support online data association. Such a solution is essential
for many applications, stretching from search and rescue, over
reconnaissance to commercial products such as entertainment
and household robots. While there has been much progress
over the past decade, none of the work presented so far fulfills
all of these requirements at the same time.
Our previous work, called square root SAM [4], [5], gets
close to this goal by factorizing the information matrix of
the smoothing problem. Formulating SLAM in a smooth-
ing context adds the complete trajectory into the estimation
problem, therefore simplifying its solution. While this seems
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counterintuitive at first, because more variables are added
to the estimation problem, the simplification arises from
the fact that the smoothing information matrix is naturally
sparse. In contrast, in filtering approaches the information
matrix becomes dense when marginalizing out robot poses.
As a consequence of applying smoothing, we are able to
provide an exact, yet efficient solution based on a sparse
matrix factorization of the smoothing information matrix in
combination with back-substitution. We call this matrix factor
the square root information matrix, based on earlier work on
square root information filtering (SRIF) and smoothing (SRIS),
as recounted in [6], [7].
In this paper we present incremental smoothing and map-
ping (iSAM), which performs fast incremental updates of
the square root information matrix yet is able to compute
the full map and trajectory at any time. Our previous work,
square root SAM, is a batch algorithm that first updates the
information matrix when new measurements become available
and then factors it completely. Hence it performs unnecessary
calculations when applied incrementally. In this work, in
contrast, we directly update the square root information matrix
with new measurements as they arrive, using standard matrix
update equations [8]. That means we reuse the previously
calculated components of the square root factor, and only
perform calculations for entries that are actually affected by
the new measurements. Thus we obtain a local and constant
time operation for exploration tasks.
For trajectories with loops, periodic variable reordering
prevents unnecessary fill-in in the square root factor that would
otherwise slow down the incremental factor update as well as
the recovery of the current estimate by back-substitution. Fill-
in is a well-known problem for matrix factorization, as the
resulting matrix factor can contain a large number of additional
non-zero entries that reduce or even destroy the sparsity
with associated negative consequences for the computational
complexity. As the variable ordering influences the amount of
fill-in obtained, it allows us to influence the computational
complexity involved in solving the system. While finding
the best variable ordering is infeasible, good heuristics are
available. We perform incremental updates most of the time,
but periodically apply a variable reordering heuristic, followed
by refactoring the resulting measurement Jacobian.
Incremental mapping also requires online data association,
hence we provide efficient algorithms to access the relevant
estimation uncertainties from the incrementally updated square
root factor. The key insight for efficient retrieval of these
quantities is that only some entries of the full covariance
matrix are needed, at least some of which can readily be
accessed [9]. We present an efficient algorithm that avoids
calculating all entries of the covariance matrix, and instead
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Fig. 1. Bayesian belief network representation of the SLAM problem. xi is
the state of the robot at time i, lj the location of landmark j, ui the control
input at time i and zk the kth landmark measurement.
focuses on the relevant parts by exploiting the sparsity of the
square root factor. In addition to this exact solution, we also
provide conservative estimates that are again derived from the
square root factor.
We evaluate iSAM on simulated and real-world datasets for
both landmark-based and pose-only settings. The pose-only
setting is a special case of iSAM, in which no landmarks
are used, but general pose constraints between pairs of poses
are considered in addition to odometry. The results show that
iSAM provides an efficient and exact solution for both types
of SLAM settings. They also show that the square root factor
indeed remains sparse even for large-scale environments with
a significant number of loops.
This paper is organized as follows. We continue in the next
section with a review of the smoothing approach to SLAM
as a least squares problem, providing a solution based on
matrix factorization. We then present our incremental solution
in Section III, addressing the topics of loops in the trajectory
and nonlinear measurement functions in Section IV. For data
association we discuss efficient algorithms to retrieve the
necessary components of the estimation uncertainty in Section
V. We follow up with experimental results in Section VI and
finally discuss related work in Section VII.
II. SAM: A SMOOTHING APPROACH TO SLAM
In this section we review the formulation of the SLAM
problem in the context of smoothing, following [4], but
focusing on a solution based on QR matrix factorization. We
start with the probabilistic model underlying the smoothing
approach to SLAM, and show how inference on this model
leads to a least squares problem. We then obtain an equivalent
linear formulation in matrix form by linearization of the
measurement functions. We finally provide an efficient batch
solution based on QR matrix factorization.
A. A Probabilistic Model for SLAM
We formulate the SLAM problem in terms of the belief
network model shown in Fig. 1. We denote the robot states
by X = {xi} with i ∈ 0 . . .M , the landmarks by L = {lj}
with j ∈ 1 . . . N , the control inputs by U = {ui} for i ∈
1 . . .M and finally the landmark measurements by Z = {zk}
with k ∈ 1 . . .K. The joint probability of all variables and
measurements is given by






P (zk|xik , ljk)
(1)
where P (x0) is a prior on the initial state, P (xi|xi−1,ui) is
the motion model, parametrized by the control input ui, and
P (zk|xik , ljk) is the landmark measurement model. Initially,
we assume known correspondences (ik, jk) for each measure-
ment zk. The problem of establishing correspondences, which
is also called data association, is deferred until Section V.
We assume Gaussian measurement models, as is standard
in the SLAM literature [10]. The process model
xi = fi(xi−1,ui) + wi (2)
describes the odometry sensor or scan-matching process,
where wi is normally distributed zero-mean process noise with
covariance matrix Λi. The Gaussian measurement equation
zk = hk(xik , ljk) + vk (3)
models the robot’s landmark sensors, where vk is normally
distributed zero-mean measurement noise with covariance Γk.
B. SLAM as a Least Squares Problem
To obtain an optimal estimate for the set of unknowns given
all available measurements, we convert the problem into an
equivalent least squares formulation based on a maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimate. As we perform smoothing rather
than filtering, we are interested in the MAP estimate for the
entire trajectory X and the map of landmarks L, given the
control inputs U and the landmark measurements Z. The
MAP estimate X∗, L∗ for trajectory and map is obtained by
minimizing the negative log of the joint probability from (1):





− logP (X,L,U, Z). (4)
Combined with the process and measurement models, this
leads to the following nonlinear least squares problem:














where we use the notation ‖e‖Σ = eTΣ−1e for the squared
Mahalanobis distance with covariance matrix Σ. Note that we
have dropped the prior P (x0) on the first pose for simplicity.
If the process models fi and measurement functions hk
are nonlinear and a good linearization point is not available,
nonlinear optimization methods are used, such as Gauss-
Newton or the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which solve
a succession of linear approximations to (5) to approach the
minimum [11]. This is similar to the extended Kalman filter
approach to SLAM as pioneered by [12], but allows for
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iterating multiple times to convergence, therefore avoiding the
problems arising from wrong linearization points.
As derived in the Appendix, linearization of the measure-
ment equations and subsequent collection of all components
in one large linear system yields the following standard least
squares problem:
θ∗ = arg min
θ
‖Aθ − b‖2 (6)
where the vector θ ∈ Rn contains all pose and landmark vari-
ables, the matrix A ∈ Rm×n is a large but sparse measurement
Jacobian with m measurement rows, and b ∈ Rm is the right-
hand side (RHS) vector. Such sparse least squares systems are
converted into an ordinary linear equation system by setting
the derivative of ‖Aθ − b‖2 to 0, resulting in the so called
normal equations ATAθ = AT b. This equation system can be
solved by Cholesky decomposition of ATA.
C. Solving by QR Factorization
We apply standard QR matrix factorization to the mea-
surement Jacobian A to solve the least squares problem (6).
In contrast to Cholesky factorization, this avoids having to
calculate the information matrix ATA with the associated
squaring of the matrix condition number. QR factorization of







where R ∈ Rn×n is the upper triangular square root infor-
mation matrix (note that the information matrix is given by
RTR = ATA) and Q ∈ Rm×m is an orthogonal matrix. We
apply this factorization to the least squares problem (6):


















= ‖Rθ − d‖2 + ‖e‖2 (8)
where we define [d, e]T := QTb with d ∈ Rn and e ∈ Rm−n.
(8) becomes minimal if and only if Rθ = d, leaving the
second term ‖e‖2 as the residual of the least squares prob-
lem. Therefore, QR factorization simplifies the least squares
problem to a linear system with a single unique solution θ∗:
Rθ∗ = d (9)
Most of the work for solving this equation system has already
been done by the QR decomposition, because R is upper tri-
angular, so simple back-substitution can be used. The result is
the least squares estimate θ∗ for the complete robot trajectory
as well as the map, conditioned on all measurements.
Fig. 2. Using a Givens rotation as a step in transforming a general matrix
into upper triangular form. The entry marked ’x’ is eliminated, changing some
of the entries marked in red (dark), depending on sparsity.
III. ISAM: INCREMENTAL SMOOTHING AND MAPPING
We present our incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM)
algorithm that avoids unnecessary calculations by directly
updating the square root factor when a new measurement
arrives. We begin with a review of Givens rotations for batch
and incremental QR matrix factorization. We then apply this
technique to update the square root factor, and discuss how to
retrieve the map and trajectory. We also analyze performance
for exploration tasks in simulated environments.
A. Matrix Factorization by Givens Rotations
A standard approach to obtain the QR factorization of a
matrix A uses Givens rotations [8] to clean out all entries
below the diagonal, one at a time. While this is not the
preferred way to do full QR factorization, we will later see that
this approach readily extends to factorization updates, which
are needed to incorporate new measurements. The process
starts from the left-most non-zero entry, and proceeds column-







to rows i and k, with i > k as shown in Fig. 2. The parameter
φ is chosen so that aik, the (i, k) entry of A, becomes 0. After
all entries below the diagonal are zeroed out in this manner, the
upper triangular entries contain the R factor. The orthogonal
rotation matrix Q is typically dense, which is why this matrix
is never explicitly formed in practice. Instead, it is sufficient
to update the RHS vector b with the same rotations that are
applied to A.
Solving a least squares system Ax = b by matrix factoriza-
tion using Givens rotations is numerically stable and accurate

























where α := akk and β := aik.
B. Incremental Updating
When a new measurement arrives, it is more efficient to
modify the previous factorization directly by QR-updating,
instead of updating and refactoring the matrix A. Adding a
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Fig. 3. Updating the factored representation of the smoothing information
matrix for the example of an exploration task: New measurement rows are
added to the upper triangular factor R and the right-hand side (RHS). The
left column shows the updates for the first three steps, the right column shows
the update after 50 steps. The update operation is symbolically denoted by
⊕. Entries that remain unchanged are shown in light blue (gray). For the
exploration task, the number of operations is bounded by a constant.
new measurement row wT and RHS γ into the current factor



















Note that this is the same system that is obtained by applying
Givens rotations to the updated matrix A′ to eliminate all
entries below the diagonal, except for the last (new) row.
Therefore Givens rotations can be determined that zero out
this new row, yielding the updated factor R′. As for the
full factorization, we simultaneously update the RHS with
the same rotations to obtain d′. Several steps of this update
process are shown in Fig. 3.
New variables are added to the QR factorization by ex-
panding the factor R by the appropriate number of empty
columns and rows. This expansion is simply done before new
measurement rows containing the new variables are added. At
the same time, the RHS d is augmented by the same number
of zeros.
C. Incremental SAM
Applying the Givens rotations-based updating process to
the square root factor provides the basis for our efficient
incremental solution to smoothing and mapping. In general,
the maximum number of Givens rotations needed for adding
a new measurement row is n. However, as both R and the
new measurement row are sparse, only a constant number of
Givens rotations are needed. Furthermore, new measurements
typically refer to recently added variables, so that often only
























Number of Givens rotations per step
Exploration Task
Fig. 4. Number of Givens rotations needed per step for a simulated linear
exploration task. In each step, the square root factor is updated by adding
the new measurement rows by Givens rotations. The number of rotations is
independent of the length of the trajectory.
For a linear exploration task, incorporating a set of new
landmark and odometry measurements takes constant time.
Examples of such updates are shown in Fig. 3. The simulation
results in Fig. 4 show that the number of rotations needed is
independent of the size of the trajectory and the map. Updating
the square root factor therefore takes O(1) time, but this does
not yet provide the current least squares estimate.
The current least squares estimate for the map and the full
trajectory can be obtained at any time by back-substitution in
time linear in the number of variables. While back-substitution
has quadratic time complexity for general dense matrices, it
is more efficient in the context of iSAM. For exploration
tasks, the information matrix is band-diagonal. Therefore, the
square root factor has a constant number of entries per column
independent of the number of variables n that make up the map
and trajectory. Therefore, back-substitution requires O(n) time
in iSAM. In the linear exploration example from above, this
results in about 0.12s computation time after 10 000 steps.
In fact, for this special case of exploration, only a constant
number of the most recent values has to be retrieved in each
step to obtain the exact solution incrementally.
IV. LOOPS AND NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS
We discuss how iSAM deals with loops in the robot
trajectory, as well as with nonlinear sensor measurement
functions. While realistic SLAM applications include much
exploration, the robot often returns to previously visited places,
closing loops in the trajectory. We discuss the consequences
of loops on the matrix factorization and show how to use
periodic variable reordering to avoid unnecessary increases
in computational complexity. Furthermore, real-world sensing
often leads to nonlinear measurement functions, typically
by means of angles such as bearing to a landmark or the
robot heading. We show how iSAM allows relinearization of
measurement equations, and suggest a solution in connection
with the periodic variable reordering.
A. Loops and Periodic Variable Reordering
Environments with loops do not have the nice property of
local updates, resulting in increased complexity. In contrast
to pure exploration, where a landmark is only visible from a
small part of the trajectory, a loop in the trajectory brings the
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(a) Simulated double 8-loop at interesting stages of loop closing (for
simplicity, only a reduced example is shown here).






















































(d) Execution time per step for different updating strategies are shown in both
linear (top) and log scale (bottom).
Fig. 5. For a simulated environment consisting of an 8-loop that is traversed
twice (a), the upper triangular factor R shows significant fill-in (b), yielding
bad performance (d, continuous red). Some fill-in occurs at the time of the
first loop closing (A). Note that there are no negative consequences on the
subsequent exploration along the second loop until the next loop closure
occurs (B). However, the fill-in then becomes significant when the complete 8-
loop is traversed for the second time, with a peak when visiting the center point
of the 8-loop for the third time (C). After variable reordering according to a
approximate minimum degree heuristic, the factor matrix again is completely
sparse (c). In the presence of loops, reordering the variables after each step (d,
dashed green) is sometimes less expensive than incremental updates. However,
a considerable increase in efficiency is achieved by using fast incremental
updates interleaved with only occasional variable reordering (d, dotted blue),
here performed every 100 steps.
robot back to a previously visited location. A loop introduces
correlations between current poses and previously observed
landmarks, which themselves are connected to earlier parts of
the trajectory. An example based on a simulated environment
with a robot trajectory in the form of a double 8-loop is shown
in Fig. 5.
Loops in the trajectory can result in a significant increase
of computational complexity through a large increase of non-
zero entries in the factor matrix. Non-zero entries beyond the
sparsity pattern of the information matrix are called fill-in.
While the smoothing information matrix remains sparse even
in the case of closing loops, the incremental updating of the
factor matrix R leads to fill-in as can be seen from Fig. 5(b).
We avoid fill-in by variable reordering, a technique well
known in the linear algebra community, using a heuristic
to efficiently find a good block ordering. The order of the
columns in the information matrix influences the variable
elimination order and therefore also the resulting number of
entries in the factor R. While obtaining the best column
variable ordering is NP hard, efficient heuristics such as the
COLAMD (column approximate minimum degree) ordering
by Davis et al. [13] have been developed that yield good
results for the SLAM problem as shown in [4], [5]. We apply
this ordering heuristic to blocks of variables that correspond
to the robot poses and landmark locations. As has been
shown in [4], operating on these blocks leads to a further
increase in efficiency as it exploits the special structure of the
SLAM problem. The corresponding factor R after applying the
COLAMD ordering shows negligible fill-in, as can be seen in
Fig. 5(c).
We propose fast incremental updates with periodic vari-
able reordering, combining the advantages of both methods.
Factorization of the new measurement Jacobian after variable
reordering is expensive when performed in each step. But
combined with incremental updates it avoids fill-in and still
yields a fast algorithm as supported by the timing results in
Fig. 5(d). In fact, as the log scale version of this figure shows,
our solution is one to three orders of magnitude faster than
either the purely incremental or the batch solution with the
exception of occasional peaks caused by reordering of the
variables and subsequent matrix factorization. In this example
we use a fixed interval of 100 steps after which we reorder
the variables and refactor the complete matrix.
B. nonlinear Systems
While we have so far only discussed the case of lin-
ear measurement functions, SLAM applications usually are
faced with nonlinear measurement functions. Angular mea-
surements, such as the robot orientation or the bearing to
a landmark, are the main source for nonlinear dependencies
between measurements and variables. In that case everything
discussed so far is still valid. However, after solving the
linearized version based on the current variable estimate we
might obtain a better estimate resulting in a modified Jacobian
based on this new linearization point. For standard nonlinear
optimization techniques this process is iterated as explained
in Section II-B until the change in the estimate is sufficiently
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small. Convergence is guaranteed, at least to a local minimum,
and the convergence speed is quadratic because we apply a
second order method.
As relinearization is not needed in every step, we propose
combining it with periodic variable reordering. The SLAM
problem is different from a standard nonlinear optimization as
new measurements arrive sequentially. First, we already have
a very good estimate for most if not all of the old variables.
Second, measurements are typically fairly accurate on a local
scale, so that good estimates are available for a newly added
robot pose as well as for newly added landmarks. We can
therefore avoid calculating a new Jacobian and refactoring it
in each step, a fairly expensive batch operation. Instead, for
the results presented here, we combine relinearization with the
periodic variable reordering for fill-in reduction as discussed in
the previous section. In other words, in the variable reordering
steps only, we also relinearize the measurement functions as
the new measurement Jacobian has to be refactored anyways.
V. DATA ASSOCIATION
As an incremental solution to the SLAM problem also
requires incremental data association, we provide efficient
algorithms to access the quantities of interest of the underlying
estimation uncertainty. The data association problem in SLAM
consists of matching measurements to their corresponding
landmarks. While data association is required on a frame-to-
frame basis, it is particularly problematic when closing large
loops in the trajectory. We start with a general discussion of
the data association problem, based on a maximum likelihood
formulation. We discuss how to access the exact values of
interest as well as conservative estimates from the square root
factor of the smoothing information matrix. We then compare
the performance of these algorithms to fast inversion of the
information matrix and to nearest neighbor matching.
A. Maximum Likelihood Data Association
The often used nearest neighbor (NN) approach to data
association is not sufficient in many cases, as it does not take
into account the estimation uncertainties. NN assigns each
measurement to the closest predicted landmark measurement.
The NN approach corresponds to a minimum cost assignment
problem, based on a cost matrix that contains all the prediction
errors. Details of this minimum cost assignment problem and
of how to deal with spurious measurements are given in [14].
Instead of NN, we use the maximum likelihood (ML)
solution to data association [15], which is more sophisticated
in that it takes into account the relative uncertainties between
the current robot location and the landmarks in the map. The
ML formulation can again be reduced to a minimum cost
assignment problem, using a Mahalanobis distance rather than
the Euclidean distance. This Mahalanobis distance is based
on the projection Ξ of the combined pose and landmark
uncertainties Σ into the sensor measurement space
Ξ = JΣJT + Γ (12)
where Γ is the measurement noise and J is the Jacobian of
the linearized measurement function h from (3). We use the
Fig. 6. Only a small number of entries of the dense covariance matrix
are of interest for data association. In this example, the marginals between
the latest pose x2 and the landmarks l1 and l3 are retrieved. The entries
that need to be calculated in general are marked in gray: Only the triangular
blocks along the diagonal and the right-most block column are needed, due to
symmetry. Based on our factored information matrix representation, the last
column can be obtained by simple back-substitution. As we show here, the
blocks on the diagonal can either be calculated exactly by only calculating the
entries corresponding to non-zeros in the sparse factor R, or approximated
by conservative estimates for online data association.
Jonker-Volgenant-Castanon (JVC) assignment algorithm [16]
to solve this assignment problem.
B. Marginal Covariances
Knowledge of the relative uncertainties between the current
pose xi and any visible landmark lj is needed for the ML








contain blocks from the diagonal of the full covariance matrix,
as well as the last block row and column, as is shown in
Fig. 6. Note that the off-diagonal blocks are essential, because
the uncertainties are relative to an arbitrary reference frame,
which is often fixed at the origin of the trajectory.
Calculating the full covariance matrix to recover these
entries is not an option because the covariance matrix is always
completely populated with n2 entries, where n is the number
of variables. However, calculating all entries is not necessary
if we always add the most recent pose at the end, that is
we first add the newly observed landmarks, then optionally
perform variable reordering, and finally add the next pose. In
that case, only some triangular blocks on the diagonal and the
last block column are needed as indicated by the gray areas
in Fig. 6, and the remaining entries are given by symmetry.
Our factored representation allows us to retrieve the exact
values of interest without having to calculate the complete
dense covariance matrix as well as to obtain a more efficient
conservative estimate.
Common to both exact solution and conservative estimates
are the recovery of the last columns of the covariance matrix
from the square root factor, which can be done efficiently
by back-substitution. The exact pose uncertainty Σii and the
covariances Σij can be recovered in linear time, based on the
sparse R factor. As we choose the current pose to be the last
variable in our factor R, the last block-column X of the full
covariance matrix (RTR)−1 contains Σii as well as all Σij as
observed in [9]. But instead of having to keep an incremental
estimate of these quantities, we can retrieve the exact values
efficiently from the factor R by back-substitution. With dx the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of marginal covariance estimates projected into the
current robot frame (robot indicated by red rectangle), for a short trajectory
(red curve) and some landmarks (green crosses). Conservative covariances
(green, large ellipses) are shown as well as the exact covariances (blue, smaller
ellipses) obtained by our fast algorithm. Note that the exact covariances based
on full inversion are also shown (orange, mostly hidden by blue).









RTRX = B (15)
by a forward and a back-substitution
RTY = B, RX = Y. (16)
The key to efficiency is that we never have to recover a full
dense matrix, but due to R being upper triangular immediately
obtain
Y = [0, ..., 0, R−1ii ]
T . (17)
Recovering these columns is efficient, because only a constant
number of dx back-substitutions are needed.
C. Conservative Estimates
Conservative estimates for the structure uncertainties Σjj
are obtained from the initial uncertainties as proposed by
Eustice [9]. As the uncertainty can never grow when new
measurements are added to the system, the initial uncertainties







where J̄ is the Jacobian of the linearized back-projection
function (an inverse of the measurement function is not always
available, for example for the bearing-only case), and Σii and
Γ are the current pose uncertainty and the measurement noise,
respectively. Fig. 7 provides a comparison of the conservative
and exact covariances. A more tight conservative estimate
on a landmark can be obtained after multiple measurements
are available, or later in the process by means of the exact
algorithm that is presented next.
D. Exact Covariances
Recovering the exact structure uncertainties Σjj is not
straightforward, as they are spread out along the diagonal, but
can still be done efficiently by again exploiting the sparsity
structure of R. In general, the covariance matrix is obtained
as the inverse of the information matrix
Σ := (ATA)−1 = (RTR)−1 (19)
based on the factor R by noting that
RTRΣ = I (20)
and performing a forward, followed by a back-substitution
RTY = I, RΣ = Y. (21)
Because the information matrix is not band-diagonal in gen-
eral, this would seem to require calculating all n2 entries of
the fully dense covariance matrix, which is infeasible for any
non-trivial problem. Here is where the sparsity of the factor R
is of advantage again. Both, [17] and [18] present an efficient
method for recovering exactly all entries σij of the covariance






















for l = n, . . . , 1 and i = l − 1, . . . , 1, where the other half
of the matrix is given by symmetry. Note that the summations
only apply to non-zero entries of single columns or rows of the
sparse matrix R. This means that in order to obtain the top-
left-most entry of the covariance matrix, we at most have to
calculate all other entries that correspond to non-zeros in R.
The algorithm has O(n) time complexity for band-diagonal
matrices and matrices with only a small number of entries
far from the diagonal, but can be more expensive for general
sparse R.
Based on a dynamic programming approach, our algorithm
provides access to all entries of interest for data association.
Fig. 7 shows the marginal covariances obtained by this al-
gorithm for a small example. Note that they coincide with
the exact covariances obtained by full inversion. As the upper
triangular parts of the block diagonals of R are fully populated,
and due to symmetry of the covariance matrix, we obtain all
block diagonals and therefore also the structure uncertainties
Σjj . Even if any of these populated entries in R happen to
be zero, or if additional entries are needed that are outside
the sparsity pattern of R, they are easily accessible. We use a
dynamic programming approach that obtains the entries we
need, and automatically calculates any intermediate entries
as required. That also allows efficient retrieval of additional
quantities that may be required for other data association
techniques, such as the joint compatibility test [19].
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(a) Trajectory based on odometry only. (b) Trajectory and map after incremental optimizia-
tion.
(c) Final R factor with side length 21 187.
Fig. 8. Results for the full Victoria Park sequence. Solving the complete problem including data association in each step took 7.7 minutes on a laptop computer.
For known correspondences, the time reduces to 5.9 minutes. Since the dataset is from a 26 minute long robot run, iSAM with unknown correspondences is
over 3 times faster than real-time in this case, calculating the complete and exact solution in each step. The trajectory and landmarks are shown in yellow
(light), manually overlaid on an aerial image for reference. Differential GPS was not used in obtaining our experimental results, but is shown in blue (dark)
for comparison - note that in many places it is not available.
TABLE I
EXECUTION TIMES FOR DIFFERENT DATA ASSOCIATION TECHNIQUES FOR
A SIMULATED LOOP. THE TIMES INCLUDE UPDATING OF THE
FACTORIZATION, SOLVING FOR ALL VARIABLES, AND PERFORMING THE
RESPECTIVE DATA ASSOCIATION TECHNIQUE, FOR EVERY STEP.
Execution time
Overall Avg./step Max./step
NN 2.03s 4.1ms 81ms
ML conservative 2.80s 5.6ms 95ms
ML exact, efficient 27.5s 55ms 304ms
ML exact, full 429s 858ms 3300ms
E. Evaluation
Table I compares the execution times of NN as well as
ML data association for different methods of obtaining the
marginal covariances. The results are based on a simulated
environment with a 500-pose loop and 240 landmarks, with
significant measurement noise added. Undetected landmarks
and spurious measurements are simulated by replacing 3%
of the measurements by random measurements. The nearest
neighbor (NN) approach is dominated by the time needed for
factorization updates and back-substitution in each step. As
those same calculations are also performed for all covariance-
based approaches that follow, these times are a close approxi-
mation to the overall calculation time without data association.
The numbers show that while our exact algorithm is much
more efficient than full inversion, our conservative solution is
better suited for real-time application. In the second and third
rows, the maximum likelihood (ML) approach is evaluated for
our fast conservative estimate and our efficient exact solution.
The conservative estimate only adds a small overhead to
the NN time, which is mostly due to back-substitution to
obtain the last columns of the exact covariance matrix. This
is computationally the same as the back-substitution used for
solving, except that it covers a number of columns equal to
the dimension of a single pose instead of just one. Recovering
the exact marginal covariances becomes fairly expensive in
comparison as additionally the block-diagonal entries have
to be recovered. Our exact efficient algorithm is an order
of magnitude faster compared to the direct inversion of the
information matrix, even though we have used an efficient
algorithm based on a sparse LDLT matrix factorization [8].
However, this does not change the fact that all n2 entries of the
covariance matrix have to be calculated for the full inversion.
Nevertheless, even our fast algorithm will get expensive for
large environments and cannot be calculated in every step.
Instead, as the uncertainties can never grow when new mea-
surements are added, exact values can be calculated when time
permits in order to update the conservative estimates.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
While we evaluate the individual components of iSAM
in their respective sections, we now evaluate our overall
algorithm on simulated data as well as real-world datasets. The
simulated data allow comparison with ground-truth, while the
real-world data prove the applicability of iSAM to practical
problems. We explore both, landmark-based as well as pose
constraint based SLAM.
We have implemented iSAM in the functional programming
language OCaml, using exact, automatic differentiation [20]
to obtain the Jacobians. All timing results in this section are
obtained on a 2 GHz Pentium M laptop computer.
A. Landmark-based iSAM
Landmark-based iSAM works well in real-world settings,
even in the presence of many loops in the robot trajectory. We
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have evaluated iSAM on the Sydney Victoria Park dataset, a
popular test dataset in the SLAM community, that consists of
laser-range data and vehicle odometry, recorded in a park with
sparse tree coverage. It contains 7247 frames along a trajectory
of 4 kilometer length, recorded over a time frame of 26
minutes. As repeated measurements taken by a stopped vehicle
do not add any new information, we have dropped these,
leaving 6969 frames. We have extracted 3640 measurements
of landmarks from the laser data by a simple tree detector.
iSAM with unknown correspondences runs comfortably in
real-time. Performing data association based on conservative
estimates, the incremental reconstruction including solving for
all variables after each new frame is added, took 464s or
7.7 minutes, which is significantly less than the 26 minutes
it took to record the data. That means that even though
the Victoria Park trajectory contains a significant number of
loops (several places are traversed 8 times), increasing fill-
in, iSAM is still over 3 times faster than real-time. The
resulting map contains 140 distinct landmarks as shown in
Fig. 8(b). Solving after every step is not necessary, as the
measurements are fairly accurate locally, therefore providing
good estimates. Calculating all variables only every 10 steps
yields a significant improvement to 270s or 4.5 minutes.
Naturally, iSAM runs even faster with known data associa-
tion, for example due to uniquely identifiable landmarks. For
this test, we use the correspondences that were automatically
obtained before. Under known correspondences, the time
reduces to 351s or 5.9 minutes. The difference is mainly
caused by the back-substitution over the last three columns
to obtain the off-diagonal entries in each step that are needed
for data association. The decrease is not significant because
a similar back-substitution over a single column still has to
be performed to solve for all variables in each step. But, as a
consequence, solving by back-substitution only every 10 steps
now significantly reduces the time to 159s or 2.7 minutes.
More importantly, iSAM still performs in real-time towards
the end of the trajectory, where the computations get more
expensive. The average calculation time for the final 100
steps are the most expensive ones to compute as the number
of variables is largest. Even for the slow case of retrieving
the full solution after every step, iSAM takes in average
0.120s and 0.095s per step, with and without data association,
respectively. These results compare favorably to the 0.22s
needed for real-time performance. These computation times
include a full linearization, COLAMD variable reordering step
and matrix factorization, which took 1.8s in total in both cases.
Despite all the loops, the final factor R as shown in Fig. 8(c) is
still sparse, with 207 422 entries for 21 187 variables, yielding
an average of only 9.79 entries per column.
B. Pose Constraint-based iSAM
iSAM can straightforwardly be applied to estimation prob-
lems without landmarks, purely based on pose constraints,
as we show in this section based on known correspon-
dences. Such pose constraints most commonly arise from scan-
matching dense laser range data, but can also be generated
from visual input [9]. Pose constraints either connect subse-
quent poses similar to odometry measurements, or they con-
nect two arbitrary poses when closing loops. Pose constraints
are incorporated in a similar way than the odometry mea-
surements, by introducing new terms that represent the error
between the predicted and the measured difference between a
pair of poses. We evaluate pose-only iSAM on simulated as
well as real-world datasets, assuming known data association,
as the generation of pose constraints by scan-matching has
been well studied and good algorithms are available [22], [23].
The incremental solution of iSAM is comparable in quality
to the solution obtained by full nonlinear optimization. To
allow ground truth comparison, we use the simulated Man-
hattan world from [21] shown in Fig. 9(a),(b). This dataset
contains 3500 poses and 5598 constraints, 3499 of which
are odometry measurements. While the result in [21] seems
to be better as the left part is more straightened out, our
solution has a slightly lower normalized χ2 value of 1.0406,
compared to 1.0412. After one extra relinearization and back-
substitution, the normalized χ2 is 1.0375, the same value that
we obtain by full nonlinear optimization until convergence.
These results show that iSAM is comparable in accuracy to
the exact solution provided by square root SAM.
In terms of computational speed, iSAM also fares well
for this dataset. Solving the full problem for each newly
added pose, while reordering the variables and relinearizing
the problem every 100 steps, takes iSAM 140.9s, or an average
of 40ms per step. The last 100 steps take an average of 48ms
each, which includes 1.08s for variable reordering and matrix
factorization. The resulting R factor shown in Fig. 9(c) is
sparse with 187 423 entries for a side length of 10 500.
iSAM also performs well on real-world data, both in
quality of the solution as well as speed. We apply iSAM
to two publicly available laser range datasets that appear in
several publications. The first one is the Intel dataset shown
in Fig. 10(b), providing a trajectory with many loops with
continued exploration of the same environment in increasing
detail. Preprocessing by scan matching results in 910 poses
and 4453 constraints. iSAM obtains the full solution after each
step, with variable reordering every 20 frames in 77.4s, or
about 85ms per step. The last 100 steps take an average of
290ms including 0.92s for each of the five reordering and
factorization steps. The final R factor is shown in Fig. 10(c),
with 2730 variables containing 90 363 entries.
The second real-world pose-only example we use to evalu-
ate iSAM is the MIT Killian Court dataset shown in Fig. 11(b)
that features much exploration with a few large-scale loops.
Again the dataset was preprocessed, yielding 1941 poses and
2190 pose constraints. iSAM takes 23.7s for a complete solu-
tion after each step, or about 12.2ms per step, with variable
reordering after every 100 steps. The last 100 steps take an av-
erage of 31ms including 0.36s for reordering/refactorization.
The final R factor with 52 414 entries is shown in Fig. 11(c).
C. Sparsity of Square Root Factor
The complexity of iSAM heavily depends on the sparsity
of the square root factor, as this affects both retrieving the
solution as well as access to the covariances. Retrieving the
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(a) Original noisy data set. (b) Trajectory after incremental optimization. (c) Final R factor with side length 10 500.
Fig. 9. iSAM results for the simulated Manhattan world from [21] with 3500 poses and 5598 constraints. iSAM takes about 40ms per step. The resulting
R factor has 187 423 entries, which corresponds to 0.34% or an average of 17.8 entries per column.
(a) Trajectory based on odometry only. (b) Final trajectory and evidence grid map. (c) Final R factor with side length 2730.
Fig. 10. Results from iSAM applied to the Intel dataset. iSAM calculates the full solution for 910 poses and 4453 constraints with an average of 85ms
per step, while reordering the variables every 20 steps. The problem has 910× 3 = 2730 variables and 4453× 3 = 13 359 measurement equations. The R
factor contains 90 363 entries, which corresponds to 2.42% or 33.1 entries per column.
(a) Trajectory based on odometry only. (b) Final trajectory and evidence grid map. (c) Final R factor with side length 5823.
Fig. 11. iSAM results for the MIT Killian Court dataset. iSAM calculates the full solution for the 1941 poses and 2190 pose constraints with an average
of 12.2ms per step. The R factor contains 52 414 entries for 5823 variables, which corresponds to 0.31% or 9.0 per column.


























Fig. 12. Average number of entries per column in the R factor over time for
the different data sets in this section. Even though the environments contain
many loops, the average converges to a low constant in most cases, confirming
our assumption that the number of entries per column is approximately
independent of the number of variables n.
solution from the square root factor requires back-substitution,
which usually has quadratic time complexity. However, if
there are only a constant number of entries per column in
the square root factor, then back-substitution only requires
O(n) time. The same applies to retrieval of the last columns
of the covariance matrix, which is the dominant cost for our
conservative estimates.
Our results show that the number of entries per column
is typically bound by a low constant. Figure 12 shows how
the density of the factor matrix R develops over time for
each dataset used in this section. The densities initially in-
crease, showing very large changes: Increases are caused
by incremental updating of the matrix factor, while sudden
drops are the consequence of the periodic variable reordering.
Except for the Intel sequence, all curves clearly converge to
a low constant, explaining the good performance of iSAM.
For the Intel dataset, the density increases more significantly
because: 1) the trajectory starts with a coarse run through the
building, followed by more detailed exploration, and 2) there
are unnecessarily many pose constraints to previous parts of
the trajectory that lead to fill-in. This is also the reason for
choosing a shorter interval for the periodic variable reordering
(20 steps) than for all other datasets (100 steps). Nevertheless,
as the results for that sequence show, iSAM still performs
faster than needed for real-time.
From a theoretical point of view some bounds can be speci-
fied depending on the nature of the environment. [24] provides
an upper bound of O(n log n) for the fill-in of the square
root factor for planar mapping with restricted sensor range.
That means that the average fill-in per column is bound by
O(log n). One special case is a pure exploration task, in which
the robot never returns to previously mapped environments.
In that case the information matrix is band-diagonal, and
therefore the factor matrix without variable reordering has a
constant number of entries per column. Another special case
is a robot that remains in the same restricted environment,
continuously observing the same landmarks. In that case the
optimal solution is given by the variable ordering that puts all
landmarks at the end and iSAM performs a calculation similar
to the Schur complement. The result is a system that requires
computation time linear in the length of the trajectory, but
with a large constant that is quadratic in the constant number
of landmarks. However, once the complete environment of the
robot is mapped, there is no longer any need for SLAM, but
rather localization based on the obtained map is sufficient.
VII. RELATED WORK
There is a large body of literature on the field of robot
localization and mapping, and we will only address closely
related work as well as some of the most influential algorithms.
A general overview of the area of SLAM can be found in
[3], [10], [25], [26]. Initial work on probabilistic SLAM was
based on the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and is due to
Smith et al. [12], building on earlier work [1], [27], [28]. It
has soon been shown that filtering is inconsistent in nonlinear
SLAM settings [29] and much later work [30], [31] focuses
on reducing the effect of nonlinearities and providing more
efficient, but typically approximate solutions to deal with
larger environments.
Smoothing in the SLAM context avoids these problems by
keeping the complete robot trajectory as part of the estimation
problem. It is also called the full SLAM problem [10] and is
closely related to bundle adjustment [18] in photogrammetry,
and to structure from motion (SFM) [32] in computer vision.
While those are typically solved by batch processing of all
measurements, SLAM by nature is an incremental problem.
Also, SLAM provides additional constraints in the form of
odometry measurements and an ordered sequence of poses that
are not present in general SFM problems. The first smoothing
approach to the SLAM problem is presented in [33], where the
estimation problem is formulated as a network of constraints
between robot poses. The first implementation [34] was based
on matrix inversion.
A number of improved and numerically more stable al-
gorithms have since been developed, based on well-known
iterative techniques such as relaxation [10], [35], [36], gradient
descent [37], [38], conjugate gradient [39], and more recently
multi-level relaxation [40], [41]. The latter is based on a
general multi-grid approach that has proven very successful in
other fields for solving systems of equations. While most of
these approaches represent interesting solutions to the SLAM
problem, they all have in common that it is very expensive to
recover the uncertainties of the estimation process.
Recently, the information form of SLAM has become very
popular. Filter-based approaches include the sparse extended
information filter (SEIF) [42] and the thin junction tree filter
(TJTF) [43]. On the smoothing side, Treemap [44] exploits
the information form, but applies multiple approximations to
provide a highly efficient algorithm. Square root SAM [4],
[5] provides an efficient and exact solution based on a batch
factorization of the information matrix, but does not address
how to efficiently access the marginal covariances.
While iSAM includes the complete trajectory and map, this
is not always the case when smoothing is applied. Instead,
the complexity of the estimation problem can be reduced
by omitting the trajectory altogether, as for example pursued
by D-SLAM [45], where measurements are transformed into
relative constraints between landmarks. Similarly, parts of
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the trajectory can be omitted as done by Folkesson and
Christensen [37], where parts of the underlying graph are
collapsed into so-called star nodes. Alternatively, the problem
can be stated as estimating the trajectory only, which leads
to an exactly sparse information matrix [46], [47], where
image measurements are converted to relative pose constraints.
While this approach is similar to our pose-only case, they
employ iterative methods to solve the estimation problem.
While conservative estimates are available in Eustice’s work
[46], and in fact were the inspiration for our work, efficient
access to the exact covariances is not possible based on the
iterative solver.
Recently, some SLAM algorithms employ direct equation
solvers based on Cholesky or QR factorization. Treemap [48]
uses Cholesky factors to represent probability distributions in
a tree-based algorithm. However, multiple approximations are
employed to reduce the complexity, while iSAM solves the full
and exact problem, and therefore allows relinearization of all
variables at any time. The problem of data association is not
addressed in [48]. Square root SAM [4] solves the estimation
problem by factorization of the naturally sparse information
matrix. However, the matrix has to be factored completely
after each step, resulting in unnecessary computational burden.
We have recently presented our incremental solution [49] and
its extension to unknown data association [50] in conference
versions of this extended article.
To the best of our knowledge, updating of matrix factor-
izations has not been applied in the context of SLAM yet.
However, it is a well-known technique in many areas, with
applications such as computer vision [18], [51] and signal
processing [52]. Golub and Van Loan [8] present general
methods for updating matrix factorizations based on [53], [54],
including the Givens rotations we use in this work. Davis
has done much work in the areas of variable ordering and
factorization updates, and provides highly optimized software
libraries [13], [55] for various such tasks.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented iSAM, a fast incremental solution to the
SLAM problem that updates a sparse matrix factorization. By
employing smoothing we obtain a naturally sparse information
matrix. As our approach is based on a direct equation solver
using QR factorization, it has multiple advantages over iter-
ative methods. Most importantly, iSAM allows access to the
underlying estimation uncertainties, and we have shown how
to access those efficiently, both the exact values as well as
conservative estimates. We have further evaluated iSAM for
both simulated and real-world data. In addition to the typical
landmark-based application, we have also presented results for
trajectory-only estimation problems.
iSAM compares favorably with other methods in terms of
computational speed. Even though some other algorithms are
faster, they either only provide approximations, or they do not
provide access to the exact estimation uncertainties. iSAM in
contrast, combines exact recovery of the map and trajectory
with efficient retrieval of the covariances needed for data
association, while providing real-time processing on readily
available hardware. Therefore we expect that approximate so-
lutions will become less important in the future, and methods
like iSAM that are based on direct equation solvers will take
their place.
There is still potential for improvements in several aspects
of iSAM. An incremental variable ordering that balances fill-
in and the cost for incrementally updating the matrix could
prove beneficial. This could allow completely eliminating any
batch steps, because relinearization can also be performed
incrementally, as typically only a small number of variables are
affected. Finally, for both recovery of the solution and access
to the covariances, back-substitution could be restricted to only
access the entries that are actually needed.
Our incremental solution should also be of interest beyond
the applications presented here. One potential application is
tracking a sensor in unknown settings for augmented reality,
as a cheap alternative to instrumenting the environment. We
are working on visual SLAM applications of iSAM that
will benefit from scalable and exact solutions, especially
for unstructured outdoor environments. Furthermore, the real-
time properties of iSAM allow for autonomous operation
when mapping buildings or entire cities for virtual reality
applications.
APPENDIX
For completeness of this paper, we review how to linearize
the measurement functions and collect all components of the
nonlinear least squares objective function (5) into one general
least squares formulation, following [4]. We linearize the
measurement functions in (5) by Taylor expansion, assuming
that either a good linearization point is available or that we are
working on one iteration of a nonlinear optimization method.
In either case, the first-order linearization of the process term














F i−1i δxi−1 − δxi
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− ai (24)
where F i−1i is the Jacobian of the process model fi(.) at the







and ai := x0i − fi(x0i−1,ui) is the odometry prediction error
(note that ui here is given and hence constant). The first-
order linearizations of the measurement term in (5) is obtained
similarly,


















where Hikk and J
jk
k are respectively the Jacobians of the
measurement function hk(.) with respect to a change in xik
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and ck := zk − hk(x0ik , l
0
jk
) is the measurement prediction
error.
Using the linearized process and measurement models (24)
and (26), respectively, (5) becomes













That is, we obtain a linear least squares problem in δθ that
needs to be solved efficiently. To avoid treating δxi in a special
way, we introduce the matrix Gii = −Idx×dx .
By a simple change of variables we can drop the covariance
matrices Λi and Γk. With Λ−1/2 the matrix square root of Λ,
we can rewrite the Mahalanobis norm as follows
‖e‖2Λ := e
TΛ−1e = (Λ−T/2e)T (Λ−T/2e) =
∥∥∥Λ−T/2e∥∥∥2
(30)
that is, we can always eliminate Λi from (29) by pre-
multiplying F i−1i , G
i
i, and ai in each term with Λ
−T/2
i , and
similarly eliminate Γk from the measurement terms. For scalar
measurements this simply means dividing each term by the
measurement standard deviation. Below we assume that this
has been done and drop the Mahalanobis notation.
Finally, after collecting the Jacobian matrices into one large
matrix A, and the vectors ai and ck into one right-hand
side vector b, we obtain the following standard least squares
problem
δθ∗ = arg min
δθ
‖Aδθ − b‖2 (31)
where we drop the δ· notation for simplicity outside of this
appendix.
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